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Abstract

Various features of a mathematical model are describes

along with its limitations and advantages. Essential steps to

cevelop a mathematical model for a physical problem are stated.

To icentify independent parameters controlling the process

involved in the physical problem, use of similarity and dimen-

sional analyses is presented. ",ethoas of solutions applied

particularly to conduction with and without phase-change are

suggested.

A mathematical model is developed for solidification

with air-gap formation in the vertical mould of a continuous

casting machine. similarity analysis predicts that this model

is controlhby two ineependent -)ammeters, the ,tefan number,-,t

anc the ratio of densities of oolia liquid phases, ^sL ' 'T'he

governirlo equation along with nonlinear boundary condition

due to moving solid-liquid interface is solved using the heat

balance integral and the quasi-steady methods. They yielded

closeu form solutions for solidified-shell thickness, air-gap

and mould wall temperature in terms of these two parameters.

The validity of the model is confirmed with the experimental

results and theoretical analysis for no air gals formation

in the continuous casting.
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1.0: Intreauction

Design, control and opti[,aisation of metallurgical

processes in the pa3t were bused on empirical models. Their

empirical relations were derived from observation of the

processes , experimental data and experience of working on

the processes . 7-hey, however, are restricted to the range of

experimental uata, fail to provicie realistic prediction upon

extrapolation, cannot be enerulised and may not alviays help

to unnerstand the fundamentals of the processes. Mathematical

:novels, therefore, wined recognisation and become important

in recent years. They Use neveloped for many wetallurgiual

processes and the present author and co-workers attempted to

uevelop mathematical models for solidification in continuous

casting mouldl-j , hot tops for ingot solidification4 , control

of movement of electrodes in electron be& ..in melting process 5

chilling process6 , reduction process in retort furnace7-8,

thermomechunical treatment process9 melting of scrap in B.p.^

process10 and thermal performance of rolls during hot rollingl

Mathema tical model is a mathematical device which represents E

metallurgical of any other process in terms of equations

written in algebric, differential or integral form. The model

is based on basic principles governing the process. Itspred:Let

the controlling parameters for which the model is nude. But t]

picnic Lion may not be always exact since several assumptions

have to be made to prepare the model but it is valuable,

accurate, realistic and provides prior knowledge for design,



control and optimisation of the process. Conversion of the model

I

data can be adapted to plant and planninE- of opeieltion of the

process becomes easier

This paper describes the step by step procedure for the

development of a mathematical model, format of application of

similarity analysis for providing independent non-dimensional

controlling, parameters arid Laeti;ods of solution. Using these

steps, a mL.:theaaatical model for salidification of molten materia

in vertical moulu of a continuous casting machine is formulate

The air-gap is taicen into account in the model. The similarity

analysis wits, suitable anu appropriate simii&1:ity uimerisioriiess

groups is applied to te ,iouel. It gives 3tephan number, St

and the ratio of uensities of solid and molten phases, as

independent controlling paxa;aeters. Despite the model is mathemE

tically nonlinear, employing the heat balances and quasi-steady

method, the close form solutions for mould wall temperature,

so,liaified shell thickness and the air-gap thickness are obtain€

in t€rms of stephan number, ;t and ^sl . Their effects are shown

graphically. Thz validity of the raouel is confirmed with e;;per:

mental data12 , and tile theLvreticul results1 obtained for no aii

gap formation and for negligible sensible heat or high latent

h€at of fusion.

I , W ,
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2.0 Mathematical Model

Mathematical Model converts a physical problem associated with

a metallurgical or any other process into a set -mathematical

equations, conditions that bound the process and conditions of

starting and or terminating the process. It predicts directly

feature of controlling and relevant parameters of the process

and does not require the help of experimental data in the

prediction.

Following steps are outlinea for uevelopment of a

mathematical model:

* a physical problem encounterea in a process is to be

aescribed.

* basic and constitutive laws involved in the process ctxe

to be identified.

* suitable and realistic assumptions and approximations

are to be applied so that the physics of the problem will not be

changed. It will yield the idealised problem.

* depending upon the information u esired , lumped, differen-

tial or integral control volume is to be chosen.

* mathematical equations governing the idealised problem

are to be written and initial and boundary conditions associated

with the problem are to be prescribed.

* similarity analy3is is applied to provide independent

parameters controlling the problem of the process.

* suitable mathematical methods are applied to provide

solutions in terms of independent parameters.
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results obtained from solutions are to be interpreter:

with their physical meaning for application to the process.

2.1 '3ij2ilz-11:i-Ly Dimensional Anal ses

i,atallut•gical ,.nu other processes encountered in rmuny

industrial applications are described by process control, opcratint

one geometric variables. Their number, c^a.iled physical variable

bcco,:.es large. To stagy their effect upon different character-

istics of at process, one variable at a time is changed keeping

others invariant. =,ut the effect of these variables may not be

al,rays inuependent of each other. A combination of several varia-

bles that dill provide &ri inc^epenuent effect, is therefore,

sought. A process may have one or ;yore than one such combinations.

In case of more than one combinations, the effect of one is

independent of others and it has advantages of -

reducing a number of physical variables of a process, to a

minimum number of independent parameters,

* representing adequately the characteristics of a process,

minimising operating variables to predict the character-

istics of_a process,

providing independent controlling parameters for a new

process,

facilitating the design of process e.iuipment,

emuloying labo atory level auta directly to a-lot and

inaustrial plants.

Any physical law governing a process i, aenoted in a form

that becomes independent of a particulars system of units used.

As a result, the physical quantities describing the process and
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represented in terms of a particular system of units yield

several combinations of thtsequantities that would he independent_

of these units. They are recognised as nondimensional independent

parameters. They are less than the number of physical quantities.

Their numbers are determined from the difference of the number of

physical variables and the number of primary dimensions represen-

ting them.

To estimate the number of nondimensional independent

parameters, two methods are available. They are -

similarity analysis

* dimensional analysis

The concept of similarity analysis uses the criteria of

geometric, static, kinematic, dynamic, thermal and che;nic al

similarity whereas dimensional analysis employs the method of

indices. The later, however, is not versatile and its use in a

mathematical model is often discouraged due to

* prior information needed on the mechanism of a process,

* use of lessor more number of physical quantities

,resulting in dimensionless in-coiapatibity,

determination of indices thrcut;h experimental Bata,

empirical correlations restricted within the range of

experimental data.

Application of these two analyses to a metallurgical or

other processes is shown in Pig.2'1.

i
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jathematica1
Model

Physical Quantities
Describing a Process

Governing Equations
and Associated conditions
of the Process in terms
of Physical Quantities

L-
Dimensional
Analysis

Dimensionless
Independent parameters
Governing the Process

Use of
Similarity Analysis

f

Determination o
Experimental Data
f hto e Process

Dimensionless Equations Evaluation of
and Associated conditions Indices of the ,T,

Inuepenuent parameters

Dimensionless Independent
parameters controlling
the Process

Empirical correlations
for controlling para-
met ers of the Process
in terms of Independent
parameters

Solutions Simulate the
process in Terms of If ??ecessary
Independent Parameters

F'i9.2'1

Depending on the type of metallurgical process occured

in an industrial plant, the design of its pilot plant needs

careful simulation of the metallurgical process. This is

possible once different similarity criteria are accounted for

by the process. Between a 1ilot llant aria its model, geometric

similarity provides a fixed ratio between their corresponding

dimensions; kinematic similarity gives a constant value fox

the ratio of velocities at their corresponding locations;

dynamic similarity yields a fixed ratio of their forces acting

I "a
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on the-it corresponding locations and times; thermal similarity

requires the same temperature gradient in them and chemical

similarity states that the rate of chemical reaction must be

some at their corresponding locations

are shown in Fig. 2.2 .

Geometric
similar

Kinematic
similar

Dynamic
similar

Thermally
si milar

Chemically
similar

Reaction -♦- Geometric
Kinema tic
thermally
stiuiiar

Geometric similar
concentration
distributions,
same mass flux,
same rate of
chemical reaction.

2.2 Method f solutions

A physical problem is transformed into set of mathema-

tical equations describing the process of the problem and a set

of conditions in mathematical form controlling the process.

Depending on the type of information needed, the equations can be

written in lumped, differential or interal form. Their combina-

tions are also usea.

---^ Chan es size
unalter shape

and times. Their results

-}- Geometric --^ Geometric similar
similar flow pattern

Geometric and pressure distribution
kinematic similar and power

No movement Geometric Geometric similar
similar \ temperature

d'

Movement Geometric
Kinematic
similar

No reaction -w- Geometric
kinematic
similar

lstribution,
same heat flux.

a ->- Geometric similar
concentration
distribution

,AL ,. A.



Lumped form mathematical model provides algebric equations

that can be readily solved using, matrix inversion , Gaussi&n elizWi-

nation, Cramer , iterative and other standard methods. The solu-

tion of this form gives the average value of the controlling

variable of the process.

In differential formulation, the mathematical model of

the process is in terms of differential equations which are

complicated and their exact solutions are difficult to obtain.

Finite difference and finite element methods are employed. The

resulting equations are algebric. numerical solutions are possible

and are applicable in the range for which the solutions are

obtainers. Semi-analytical methoas remove the restriction of

application and for many complicated problems lead to closed form

solutions applicable to entire range. of the process for which the

mathematical motel is developed. Both numerical and semi-analy-

tical results are accurate and reliable but the accuracy of the

former is limited to the selection of mesh or element size and

time step whereas the later is accurate near the zxzNxmtie

controlling boundary. This formulation gives the special instant
I V • I Mir

behaviour of the controlling variable of the process. 1^

As the name implied the integral form of mathematical

motel gives integral equations. These require prescription of

the controlling variable that comes within integration. Moreover,

the variable must be compatible with the controlling boundaries.

This form 7eatly reduces the complexity of the problem and in

many situations it leads to closed-form solutions. Their merits

and cements are just described.
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Problems like melting of scrap in 3.O.F furnace, ingot

solidification, melting of electrodes in electro slag refining

process, chill formation during solidification in moulds, conti-

nuous casting,ablation, and others encountering melting and

solidification are complicated in their mathematical models due to

the presence of nonlinearity caused by moving phL se-change boundary'.

Following semi-analytical methods

(i) Biot's variational method

(ii) Feat balance integral method

(iii) Quasi-steady method.

are founu to give accurate and reliable results. i;:oreover, with

proper application they often lean to closea form solutions owing

to which cost1Y computation and complexity of finite difference

and finite element can be avoided.

'Riot's Variational Method: 13

Fiot's variational method is based on the principle of

irreversible thermodynamics. The heat conduction ecuation

Div J=-C a3-67
a s

with J = - K Grad ( 67 )

is equivalent to a variational equation

` GdS9dv +SD= -SJ n.S ^4 d3 ... (2.2)
Jv 5

where D, is the dissipation function aefined as

D = j jK (GrLCj. F))2 dv ...
V

(2.3)

In terms of heat flow field, H, the heat conduction

equation (2.1) can be written as

Div H = - C d ... (2.4)

with H - K Grate 9 and J= d = hQr_
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The variationdform of this Eq. (2.4) becomes

S o (4 S4 dv+ SD = - n.SE d9
v01 J S

where the dissipation function D, is

Qi,

D = 2k- vS ( dt )2 dv .... (2.6)

Note that Eq. (2.2) is expressed in terms of temperature field,

A and Eq . (2-5), in terms of heat flow field, H. The selection

of Er, . (2.2) or Eq.(2.5) depends on the physics of the problem

and the experience oz the investigator5. or a given physical

problem heat transfer and the associated temperature field which

are functions of time and space coordinates may not necessarily

represent the complete behaviour of the problem. A certain number

of parameters q1, i = 1,2, .....n -;hick are unknown functions of

time are taKen in the variational method in addition to space

coordinates . These parameters, called oenerclisea coordinates,

are capable of describing completely the behaviour of the problem.

Defining the temperature field as a functions of these

a = a (x, Y^ z, t, ^l, ^2, ..., nn) ••. (2.7)

Eqs. (2 .2) and ( 2.5) can be converted into e'Juations of Lagran-

gian form. In Eq. (2.7), x,y,z, denote cartesian coordinates.

Using Eq. (2.7), Ec. (2.2) takes

aV aD

ql+ aqi

the form

i = 1,2,., ....n ..... (2.E)

with V , the thermal potential

V= i C (am) 2 d v
V

(2-5)

(2.8a)

and o;. the thermal force

J. n (^a q ) as .... (2.8b )
J 1S

n is outward normal unit vector.



The heat flow field, H

coordinates

H = H (x,y,z, t,

Application of this to

bV aD
+ = n.DU aqi i

where the thermal Potenti:-1,

V = I Lc 2 dv

and the thermal force

( aqi)' n
S

(2-10a)

(2.10b)

In these equations v is volume, S, surface area, k, thermal

conductivity and c heat capacity of the solid material.

To. employ this method, a suitable temperature profile- in

terms of generalised coordinate is chosen. It is applied to ,Eq.

(2.1) to estimate J or to Ee. (2.5) to provide, H. Once J and

Q are known, Fq. (2.8) can be readily used to give the behaviour

of a and generalised coordinate, C. . ^lternatively, F{ and 3

are used in Eq. (2.10) to predict the behaviour of E3 and genera-

lised coordinates.

Heat Balance Integral Method 14

This method converts the heat conduction ec_uetion of

partial differential form

i 02 a = 1 16,
a A- (2.11)

into the integral form of ecuation. The integration is taken in

space or time coordinate. In metallurgical processes where heat

conduction occurs with ar without phase-change, (2.11) is

can also be representec in generalised

ql, e2, ..... en) (2.9)

Eq. (2.5) yields

, i = 1,20 .....,n (2.10)

is
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is iuualised as unidirectional

-6 4 1 a (rn -) _ 1 L.
rn "6r ar aC bt (2.12)

tivrhere n - 0, i, 3 uenote, respectively,, for plate, cylindrical

and spherical type of bogies. It is integrated over the special

coorainates , r. ,r(i)
rct) b

(( n a e clr _ I a (7"&) dr
ti ({) (2.13)rl^ ar^ rot at

rlct) ^

sing Leibnitz theorem , it becomes

n _ ,^ n - d ^np c T+lY a1 cl t^
'Y - 2 r 1 r- c= ,q k+ ) cat y _ y • d tLCif - {t) It {) 01n d (2.14)

l 1 Y= rc4 )dt

Lq. (2.14 ) is calleu the heat balance integral euuation. It is

applied dnce a suitaole temperature profile is prescribed. It

provides solution for in terms of desirea parameters.

Quasi Steady Method 15:

rQuasi-Steauy metroa assumes that at each instant of time

steady state condition prevails. It is used to solve the steady

state form

rn r_ (2.15)

of :;n. (2.12) . It gives behaviour of temperature. The energy

balance is then applied over the portion of the body effected

by heat contiuction una is equated with heat transfer through the

bounuary of the bout'- this leans to

T

r=r
b

L a°t + -at I cp d dm

Jr b

(2.16)
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In this equation the left hand side denotes heat transfer

through bounuary surlace, r = rb whereas on the right hand side

the first term represents heat absorbed or realeased due to

latent heat or the material of the bony caused by phase-change

and the second term, the time rate of change of sensible heat

of the material of the body, rb to r is the bounuaries of the

body between which heat conduction occurs. The solution of Eq.

(2.16) gives the behaviour of temperature in desired

p<raiete

3
3.0:PhysicalProblem-oi' Oontinuous_ "listing in-a Tertical mould:

",onsider a molten material w hich is continuously tasted

through a vertical mould of a continuous' casting machine. It is

shown scheaatically in FL,.3.1 . The molten material enters

from the tuncis into the vertical mould a t a temperature, Ti

and the solidified shell ►vith molten core is continuously with-

drawn with a velocity U with which the molten material enters

the moulu. Luring casting, coolant flows through the coolant

channel of the mould in a direction opposite to the direction of

withdrawal of the continuously cast material. The solidification

begins once the melt comes in contact with the mould wall. H^This 'fit I

happens uue to heat extraction from the melt by the coolant. It

begins to develop at the entrance of the mould and increases

progressively in thic !,Hess as the melt, flows through. the mould..

_ue to change in density occured as a reault of phase-change

curing solidiiication, the volutae of the melt decreases in the

solicif'iea layer causing a gap between the mould wall and the

solidified stun. It is called air gap. This also starts to develop
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at the entrance and grows in thickness progressively along

with the progressive growth of the solidified skin.

3.1:Assure tions, A proximations__nu_C oncitions:

(i) To avoid over flow of the welt from the top of the mould

pouring speed of Lhe melt from the tunais e:,uals to the

velocity o! the witiinrawal, U

(ii) The thickness of the soliaiiieu si,.in at the exit of the

mould should be sufficient co v„ithstand the ferrostatic

pressure of the melt core in

takes place without rupture.

Al 1 4 1

oruer that the withurawal

(iii) The mould castin_; interface surface is lubricated for

casting speed ent ancement, recuction of ,could surface

wear and improvement of surface _,u&lity of casting.

(iv) The molten material is assumed to enter the mould at its

melting temperature, Ti = Tm . It is not superheat ed

since more heat is to be et_trac tea for the growth of same

solidifieu shell thic^.ness as compared with heat extracted

from the molten material having no superheat, consequently,

the shell thickness is reduced uue to which the increase

in ferrostatic pressure is so less that chances of break-

out is increased.

(v) Solidification is unidirectional. It is normal to the

direction of withdrawal due to hat extraction in that

direction.
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(vi) Thermophysical properties of the continuously cast

material except the density which changes aue to change

in phase of the material from liquid to solid remain

uniform during casting.

(vii) The heat transfer from the mould wall to the coolant

is only by convection. Since airections of flow of

coolant and witharawal of continuously casting material

forming counter flow heat exchanger keeps about a uni-

form temperature difference, an average heat transfer

coefficient , h is assumed.

(viii) To take into account the couple effect of thermal

resistances due to air gap, thicr.ness of the mould wall

and the lubrication film, :.nd the average heat transfer

coefficient, for the convection cooling, overall heat

transfer coefficient, U 0 is tat:en. It is iven by an

expression

1 1 b 1 a

h + km + kl a+

(ix) The mould is vertical unu static.

(x) Pres' nce of intcrmittant contact regions is neglected.

3.2: Concerned I:ouatioris:

solidification of the molten material in the mould

occurs and the solidified shell with molten core is continuously

withdrawn . This is affected by heat conduction a nd the heat

conduction equation for a differential control volume within

such a continuously withdrawn material is

^scP3 C . r) = KV T (3.1)
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The heat conducted through tine solidified shell is

extracted by coolant owing to heat convection

Q
C017Y =

n
Qc and

and the air gap formation is controlled by conservation of

Mass

dm = 0 .... (3.3)

3.3:Governing Mathematical i:;auations :

Representing cl(t) the distance of Lh€ solidification

front and a, the air gap thickness measured from the mould wall

(Fig.31) , the Eq. (3.1) for continuous casting of the molten

material with uniform velocity U t.akesthe form

aT ^2 r
4 5cP

Sv
`^Z -

^S a Xz q,(-4.), x < a , z 7 0 (3.4)

(3.2)

Eq. (3.4) accounts for the assumptions stated earlier.

IsF

Since during solidification the volume of the melt changes

due to change in the density of the melt from ^, to ^S, the mass

of the melt remains constant before and alter solidification.

Al)plication of Eq.(3.3) to this situation yields

l l ql =_ ^3 (a1 - a )
(3.5)

3 .4:AssociatedInitial E;Boundaa Conditions:

Initial Condition:

T = Tm , 11 (t) = 0 ; a = 0 Lt z = 0 (3.6)

Boundary Conditions:

Heat conducted through solidifies layers is convected

through the coolant. Use of ,:,c. (3.2) leads this condition to



ks aX = Uo ("2 - Tc) with T = q2 at x=a , z> 0 (3.7)

Whereas the heat liberates aue to instant solidification is

conducted through the solidified layer is

d (cl -a
it T do1 1ks 11-7t s-

with T = Tm at x = q1, z > 0 (3.8)

rote that Ecs. (5 .4) to (3.7) for m a mathematical mouel for the

soliuification of continuous o sting in a vertical mould.

7

3.5: Simiiarit, Analysis :

This model indicates that the solidification depends upon

thermophysical properties of the material to be tasted, the mould

wall, the gases in the air gap, the lubricant film, the rate of

withdrawal, the mould wall thickness, the temperature of the melt

and the coolant, heat transfer co-efficient. It is difficult to

study their effect upon the behaviour of the solidification

because they are interrelated. The independent parameters are,

therefore, obtained using similarity analysis.

Seometric similarity gives

n = ql/d

11a = a /d

;,'here d = ks / Uo

(3.9)

Here , d is not the semi -gap of the mould often used to provide

geometric similarity.

Rather it is the significant thickness of the solidified layer
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conducting the aaount of heat that would be ¢41.^Xy yt carried

away by convection.

kinematic similarity leads to

t z
with t =

tr U
(3.10)

t is the time of travel of the solidified layer through a

distance z in the mould with the withdrawal velocity, U and

tr, the reference time . It is obtained from Eq . ( 3.4) using the

principle of dimensional homogeneity.

Thermal similarity provides

Use of Eqs. (3.9) to (3.11) reauces Eq. (3.4) and its associated

initial and bounuary conditions , l,qs. (3.6 ) to (3.8 ) respectively,

-to

- -dinaa)

whereas (3.5) takes the form

%t(n-na) = n

9=0, ,= n, T- >0

The dimensional homogeneity of Eq. ( 3.12) gives

tr

_0 2& a 4
TV = St `a

0 n=0

n c na , 'C>0

, na=0 ,'C =0

(a2- 1), 4 = a2 f = na , T 0

es LL ks
_ -2

Uo c-Tm(l " )

(3.16)

(3.117



Equations ( 3.12) to ( 3.16) state that solidification with air-

gap in the vertical mould of a continuous casting machine is

controlled by two indepenaent dimensionless parameters, the

Stephan number , St unu the ratio of the densities of the

continuous cast material in liquid and solid phases,

3.6: solution

Tne mathematical model of this problem in nonlinear ^^^

owin- to the pre.ence of the moving boundary causcu by the

soliuification. This appears in Eq. (3.15). Since the exact

analytical method never provides a closed-form solution, the

heat balance integral a,_d the quasi-steady methods, capable of

giving closed-form solutions are employed.

3.7: Feat Balance Integral Method :

This method converts the governing differential equation,

EG. (3.12) in the integral form with the limit of integral varying

from n to n.

S{ c aF2 (3.18)
na

It leads to

S e^ -
a9

2^L ^ I ] : SOn^ CtT
nG t

=n

Equation (3.19) is known as the heat balance integral equation

for the solidification with air gap formation in the vertical

mould of the continuous casting. It readily gives solution

once a temperature distribution compatible with the boundary

conditions. Ras. (3.14) and ().15) is prescribed. A linear
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temperature profile that satisfies these conditions is taken.

( 1 - aa-n-n
u

(3.20)

such a choice is justified because it was demonstrated in

earlier stuaies that this type of profile for phase change energy

storage aue to melting of semi-infinite energy storing materials

occuued with the application of different types of heat injection

lb-Lb 19 -23
and melting problems and the solidification in absence

of air-gapformation in a continuous casting mould y6elded

reliable and accurate results.

Using 1';_. (3.20) on the left hand side and -Fos. (3. 14) and

(3.15) on the right hand side of (3.19) gives

d 1 d(n - na) dn
St -^ [--2- a 2 (n -n a )] = - (H 2 -1) - a 2 d _ P1

d z:

Its simplified form becomes

1 d (n+na) 1 dal d (n-na)

St `42 d - + -7 St (n-na) + -a2 =-(a2-1)

N04 I IF

(3.21)

Note that this equation contains three unKnawn o-2, n and na.

In order to obtain their unique solutions, two more equations are

needed. Conservation of mass, Ec. (3 .16) is one. equation whereas

tree second equation is given by the combination of res. (3.14)

and (3.20).

n - nn = a2/ (1-d2) (3.22)

Substitution of -no. (3.16) in Eq, 3.21) gives

n = - S sl 0 2 / (d2 -1) (3.23 )
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Using Ec . (3.23) to (3.16) , a relation between n^ and 41)
4 ^

is obtained.

na = n( ^42 /(42-1) (3.24)

orbiua tion of E7s . (3 .21) , (5 .I ) ano (3 .24) leads to

[ 3t 42 A-(^'2
L

ith A = ^s!

- 1) + 1J d92 - -(a2 - 1)3 (3.25)

(1- Vs l ) 11+

Lere, the nonlinear probleQ of phase-chane due to solidification

is reduced to a si:iple initial value problem with the use of the

heat balance int e,-,-ral method. Its closes-form solution becomes

T = 2 3t[ (42-14(92-1)+ 2 L (e2A1) 2 - 1}}

1 [ 1

(42-1)

1] (3.26)

It fulfils the initial condition, - c. (x.13) and predicts the

temperature of the mould wall for solidification with and without

air gap in a vertical continuous casting machine. The behaviour

of the solidification is -riven by Eq. (5.23) whereas X q. (3.24)

provides the air gap thiscxness once the mould wall temperature

42 is substituted.

-)olidificattonwith noAirlaap in vertical Continous Casting

In case of no air gap formation, n` = 0. This gives

A = 1 and 1,'c.(3.26) reduced to

Z = ^ 't ^', (d2-1) + - .- (1+--;t) L 1 2 -1 i
(42-1)

1sl

(3.27)
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',Olidl.fiCat iO1Of ut er' LU15 -ui _e;li`' ibl e S ensiblePea t or-------------------

!`i -h 1 cat of 'usion in '; ertic :. l Ioatinuous "astin; :

Tn this situation, ne^li,;ible sensible heat dives ^, -;P. 0

or very hi ;h latent tract proviucs L ither o.L these two

leads to }- G -nd I ; r.. (3.26) rcuuces to

1 1
2 [ 2

- 11

Using L. (3.23), in tcruls of solidification

thicrLn em s becomes

2

(.) .2i,)

( .29)

This ec,u:ation in tel•ms of air -ip thickness, n , ,hen Fr'. (3.24)
a

takes the form

-C = n : - (rya /^s! ) (3.30)

anu in absence of air- pp f ; (3.29 ) rec.uces to

n (1 + n ) (3.31)

Eq.(3.al) was also reported previously using variational method

for afro-dynamic ablation of melting solids22, LUG for soliaifi-

cation in vertical continuoura casting with no air-gap1. This was

also obtained by Goodman24 and recently by Lunrrdini25 employing

the heat balance integral problem.

3.$; nuasi -; teams Method :

This method assu mes tha t at each instant of time during

solidification there exists a steady state condition. As a result,

the steady state form, of Lr. (3. 12) gives the temperature distri-

bution that appears in E.(3 . 20). Using this , the rate of soli-
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dification can readily be obtained by e.,ucting the rate of

heat release due to solidification to the rate of heat carried

from the mould surface et any instant. of time.

The conzervation of energy denoting 1*c; . (j.12) is

Div H =-d (3 .32 )

Using Eq. (3.20) , the heat released h becomes

-ri 12
H qt 42(n-na) €1 - n =ri ! + (n-n (3.33)Fl

a

It satisfies the bounaary condition, E^ . (5-15). The time rate

of heat release from the surface of the mould ( S = na) due to

solidification to a thickness n

obtained,

Q -[dt

at any instant of time is

('.34)

na

Using Eq. (3.33) , LAP. (3.34) becomes

do dH„

ullSt C.2 ^c Z + (42 T+ St

+= (n-ne)

This heat is carried by the coolant. T t is estismatect

- Q = a = (a2 -1)Ca^^ na

combination of Eqs . (3.35) anu (3.36) gives

dna de d

st 1a2
do
^ + g2 d^ J +

St (n-na) d d (n-na)=- (92-1) (3.37)

Note that this is the same expression obtained in 1-;q. (3.21) using

the heat balance integral method. The other Eqs. (3.22) to (3.24)

are also applied to the quasi-steady method. Use of these Evs. to

Eq. (3.37) yields that same solution that appears in E. (3.26).
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As a result this method gives identical expressions represented

by Eqs. (3.27) to Eqs (3 .29) .

4.0:Results & Discussions.:

Mathematical model for solidification in the vertical

mould of a continuous casting machine is developed. The solutions

of the nondimensional form of the model are obtained using the

heat balance integral ana the quasi-steady methods. They have

provided closed -form expressions for solidified shell thickness,

n, air-gap thickness, na, and mould wall temperature, 42.

Although these. two methods are based on different principles,

they have given their e..>mpressions same . They are controlled by

two independent parameters, the Stefan number, st and ^'-51 .

Estimated in Table 1 are the values of St and ^5l for some

pure metals . Gl^tJy The results for ^s! = 1 represents the

behaviour of n and 92 for continuous casting with no air-gap.

Shown in Fig,3'2, are the time vcriant solidified shell

thickness, n-na, air-pap thic bness , na and mould wall temperature,

A2 for different values of rt with ^sl taken as a parameter.

During initial time they rapidly increase but as the time elapses,

their rate of progress of thicknesses and the rise in temperature

became slow . This is due to the fact that near the inlet of the

mould , -the temperature gradient is maximum aria the effect of

resistance due to a:ir-gap is negligible. As the time increases

i.e. the molten material moves in the mould , the air-gap and the

solidification shell thicknesses increase . They develop consider-

able resistance to heat flow. This reduces both temperature

gradient and rate of solidification.
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Examining the effect of S t upon a-na, na and 42 at any

QL , Fig32 shows that lot Isl = 1.1, they increase at any time

as St decreases . However, in the beginning or near the inlet of

the mould , the effect of St is not significant , but increasing

time exhibits the effect significant and increasing difference

between values of each of n-u a, na and o-2

Fi&.305 illustrates the time variant n-na, na and a2 for

different values of 4w with the Stefan number, St taken as a

parameter . During initial time they rapiuly increase but as the

time elapses their rate of progress of thicknesses and the rise

in the temperature of the would wall becowe slow. Such a feature

can be explained with the explanation given in the above paragraph.

Similar feature is observed lot all values of 1 and for

esl = 1, no air-gap is torrned.

while examining the effect of ^sI Fig. 3.3 indicates a

starking behaviour for St = u. Pere, n-rra and d2 Ae indepen-

dent of P 5^ but the air-gap formation increases with rising

For St > O, increase in Ss1 decreases both a2 and n-na and

increases the air-gap thic Lness , na.

From designer 's point of view , n, and n u„ are plotted in

0934 for different materials to be continuously cast which are

denoted by St. They are for different times i.e. at Alfc.reLt

locations of the . mould anu for different The plot states

that the material with sialier St anu larger A s^ n and na

are more than those hav ing larger St and smaller A sl . Fig.3.5

also corroborates this fact which is displayed to account the

effect of jW as it changes.



To estaolish ttie, valicuity of the present mathematical

model, the present results are compared with the experimental

aata12 of uniairectional solirificatioru of tin with air as

coolant and the theoretical results of Prasad and Jhal for no

air-gap formation in Pios.3'6 and37. The present results for n

is in very close agreement vvith experimental data a;speared in

Fig.-5-7. But the mould wail temperature in _'ig3,6 shows lower

values than those obtairieo from experiment12 and theoretical

analysis1 for no air-gap formation. It appears that the higher

wall temperature in the experiment was tide to the average tempe-

rature of the coolant taL en near the wuil anu the mould wall

temperature was est.i Laatea by extraplotine the temperature distri-

bution established in the solidified shell. It is believer that

the agreement would have improved once the ambient coolant tempe-

rature and the temperature at the outer surface of the solidified

shell were taken.

5.0: Conclusions

Solidification with sir-gap foriiiation in the would of a

continuously casting machine is controlled by two independent

parameters , namely the ^-teian number, ;t and ^5j Application

of the heat balance integral and the ruasi-steady methods reduces

its mathematical model which i:i nonlinear in si:iple form leading

to closed form solutions. They enable to 1.'CL::ily precict the growth

of solidified shell thic:.ne:s6 and the air-^,ap formation for any

material and at any location in the moula.
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Nomenclature :

a = thickness of air gap, m

b = thickness of the mould wall, m

CS = heat capacity of

h =

Ke

the solidified material, Kcal/m3k

heat transfer coefficient, Kcal/h m2k

thermal conductivity of the air-nap, Kcal/h m k

Km = thermal conductivity of the mould wall, Kcal/h m k

Ks thermal conductivity of the solinified material ,'';cal/h m k

= latent heat of soliciit'ication, Kcal/Kg.

q1

92

St

= distance of the vocation of the solid-liquid interface

measured from the mould wall, m

= mould wall temperz-uture, °k_

stefan number , Cs (°.L'c - Tip)/ ^?L

t = solidification time, h

Tc = temperature of the coolant, °K

Ts = temperature of the solidified shell, 0K

Tm = solidification temperature of the material, 0K

U = withdrawal rate, m/h

UQ = overall heat transfer coefficient, Ycal/h m2K



x = distance at any location within the solidified shell

from the mould wall, m

z distance at any location from the top of the mould in

the direction of withurawal, m

n = nondimensional distance of the location of the solid-

liquid interface, Uog1 / k3

na = nondimensional air-gap thickness, Uoa/ks

E)

S1

^s

c sl

= nondimensional distance at any location Within the

solidified shell, Uox/ks

density of the liquid phase, kg/m3

= density of the soliu phase, kg/m.)

= ratio of the uensitics of soliu aua li;-uid phases, Qs/el

a = nondimensional temperature of the soliuified shell,

('rs - Tm) / (Tc - `n m)

B2 = nondimensional moulu wall temperature , (c2 - Tm)/(Tc - Tm)

nondimensional time for solidification,

Uo2 (Tc - Tm) / Q sLks



TA3Li; - 1

metals
Cp^

'

Tm o,- Z1 J--
esL

Sty

Kcal /I:g
-^ I-o/ 1'3 -- --_.---- --- -

Aluminium 0.241 660.1 96.00- 2700 1.152 1.47

Copper 0.092 1083.4 48.90 8960 1.120 2.04

Iron 0.180 1539.0 65.00 7368 1.0652 4.26

Lead 0 .031 327.4 5.89 11680 1.0938 1.72

magnesium 0.250 649.0 82.20 1740 1.0943 1.97

Nickel 0.105 1455.0 73.80 8900 1.1258 2.07

Tin 0 .0542 231.9 14.50 7300 1.0428 0.792

Zinc 0.0925 419.50 24.40 7144 1.0859 1.51

* Based on TC_ 00C



{ Zi

Tc

Tm

a - AIR GAP THICKNESS

b - SEMI THICKNESS OF MOULD

qj- SOLIDIFIED SHELL MELT INTERFACE

q2- MOULD WALL TEMPERATURE

Ta-COOLANT TEMPERATURE

Tm-SOLIDIFICATION TEMPERATURE

-MELT AT SOLIDIFICATION TEMPERATURE

x - DIRECTION OF SOLIDIFICATION

Z - DIRECTION OF WITHDRAWAL

Z'-Z,6- DIRECTION OF FLOW OF COOLANT

Fig,3.15chematric Diagram of Continuous Casting
in a Mould.
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Fig.3.2Solidified Shell Thickness,,Air-Gap and Mould Wall Temperature
Time History for Different St with a given Qsl.
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Fig.3Solidified Shell Thickness,Air-Gap and Mould Wall Temperature
Time History for Different gslwith St as a Parameter.
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PRESENT RESULT 0
-- THEORETICAL RESULT

WITHOUT AIR-GAP4 0

• 98.14 Kcal/hm2C
A 139.65 Kcal/hm2C
O 193.36 Kcal I h m2 C

%1=1.0428 FOR TIN

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Fig.3.6 Comparison of the Present Results of Mould Wall Temperature
with Experimental Data and Theoretical Results of the Past.
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F19-3-7 Comparison of the Present Result of ?' with the Experimental
and Theoretical Results of the Post.

PRESENT RESULT
-- - THEORETICAL RESULT

WITHOUT AIR-GAP4

I

EXPERIMENTAL DATA5
• 98.14 Kcal/m2h C
0 139.65 Kcal/m2h C
O 193.36 Kcal/m2h C

4sl 1.0428 FOR TIN

1 i
0 0.1 0.2 0.3

li

0
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA5
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